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What AI Is, And Isn’t

Artificial intelligence may seem like a nebulous, far-off concept. However, this nebulous 
concept is already taking root in our everyday lives in so many forms. Today, you can wake 
up with a reminder and a playlist of your favorite motivational morning music via a voice-
activated assistant, then get traffic advice on your way to work from a maps app. A quick 
tap on a suggestion based on previous purchases, and your favorite variety of coffee is 
waiting at your favorite store, already paid for in-app.

While these examples come from consumer applications, higher education can – and 
should – benefit from artificial intelligence, too. 

A few definitions so you know what’s what:

AI is typically defined as the ability of a machine to perform cognitive functions we 
associate with human minds, such as perceiving, reasoning, learning, interacting with the 
environment, problem solving, and even exercising creativity. Examples of technologies 
that enable AI to solve business problems are robotics and autonomous vehicles, 
computer vision, language, virtual agents, and machine learning. If you want to get 
technical, AI in practice today is considered AI (rather than just reporting) if it uses “deep 
learning” techniques, often using artificial neural networks. If it’s just reporting or basic 
statistics, it’s not AI.

Intro to AI
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What does this look like in practice? The same technology that determines whether you 
want an extra espresso shot in your latte can also help you strengthen student relationships 
at scale by automating recruiting and admissions processes, proactively identifying at risk 
students and predicting alumni donations. Chat bots that handle customer service for 
companies can also help students 24/7 with answers to common questions like “How do I 
get started on the FAFSA?” 

So what? Artificial intelligence goes beyond basic reporting to get more insights from your 
data. You can use AI in higher ed today to predict the likelihood of a student engaging with 
an email or to gain deeper insights into how prospects are talking about your institution on 
social media through intelligent sentiment analysis. 

All of these applications rely on data, though, and sometimes people encounter a fear of 
the unknown when they dive into their use of artificial intelligence. However, higher ed 
institutions of all sizes are already leveraging the power of AI to drive student engagement 
throughout the entire lifecycle. Let’s take a look at how you can get started with AI on your 
campus.  

Start With A Problem

Any implementation of artificial intelligence starts with a use case. What is the problem 
you want to solve and where does it fit in the student lifecycle? This will tell you what 
insights you’ll need, what predictions you’ll want to review, and how you can work with your 
team to improve the student experience at scale. Establish what you want to accomplish, 
such as “I want to locate students who might be at risk of dropping out of school so that 
our advising team  can proactively address their needs.” Then, you need to make sure you 
include all the necessary stakeholders who might have data on that student, from people 
like advisors and administrators, to student housing and more.

Salesforce.org Education Cloud is a CRM (constituent relationship management) platform 
that brings all of your student data across different departments into a single view. Unlike 
point solutions, Education Cloud empowers your institution by creating a 360 degree view 
of students across the entire lifecycle. This means your institution will be able to spend 
less time gathering data and more time personalizing the student experience at scale. By 
integrating student data across campus with SIS, LMS, financial aid data and more, higher 
ed institutions are able to move from systems of record to systems of engagement and 
intelligence. Connected student data creates the foundation for AI to do it’s magic - from 
discovering student insights, to predicting outcomes, recommending next steps and 
automating workflows across campus. 

A Brief Intro to Einstein for Higher Education 

While there are many mathematical models that go into creating AI systems, you don’t 
need to have a PhD in data science to be able to use AI on your campus.

How? With Einstein for Higher Education, institutions can unlock intelligent insights 
across the entire student lifecycle – from recruiting and admissions to student success and 
advancement. And because Einstein is a layer of artificial intelligence built into Education 
Cloud, institutions can easily capture insights from AI using clicks, not code. From 
community colleges to large 4 year institutions, business schools and more, every type of 
institution can now leverage AI to scale their impact across campus – enabling institutions 
to increase their productivity, identify significant patterns with AI-powered analytics and 
predict when students will need extra support.

With Einstein for Higher Education, capturing a 360 degree view of the student is now 
more intelligent and proactive than ever before. Let’s take a look at how Einstein can be 
leveraged across the student lifecycle:

• Recruiting & Admissions: Uncover new opportunities to fill your pipeline with 
qualified prospects, and nurture them 1:1 at scale with AI-enabled engagement 
capabilities. Einstein for Higher Education’s powerful dashboards put predictive 
modeling and automated scoring in the palm of your hand, empowering your 
institution to achieve its enrollment goals.

• Student Success: Increase student engagement with intelligent advice delivered at 
scale. With Einstein for Higher Education, advisors can leverage predictive insights and 
recommended next steps to ensure every student has the support they need to reach 
their full potential.

• Advancement: Make fundraising more predictive and intelligent. With Einstein for 
Higher Education, Gift officers can boost efficiency and productivity, better prioritize 
leads and opportunities, and gain deeper insights into the alumni and donor base.

• Marketing: Drive smarter and more personalized engagement. With Einstein for 
Higher Education, marketers across the institution can gain deeper insights into 
constituent preferences and build predictive marketing journeys that deliver the right 
content, to the right audience, on the right channel, at the right time.
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While the future is by no means certain, 
all indications are that we have finally 
entered an age in which AI has the 
potential to be transformative.

Recruiting and Admissions is where the first relationships with the student are formed. At 
its core, effective recruitment is about engagement. AI is the superpower that facilitates 
engagement because it enables recruitment teams to focus their efforts on the students 
most likely to apply and enroll, and to have student data at their fingertips when interacting.

AI can help recruiters in the field by providing a real-time voice assistant. The same way you 
might talk to Siri or Alexa, you can talk to Salesforce. No matter where recruiters meet 
prospective students, they can add notes to their CRM by speaking, and get the 
information into the right place.

In addition, AI helps scale personalized messaging, equipping even very small teams to 
expand their reach and do more with less. Putting the student at the center, AI helps 
recruitment teams gain a fuller picture of their overall class—as well as each individual 
student—to help them make more fully informed and equitable decisions. 

Here’s how Einstein can help your admissions team work smarter  
and faster. 

• Einstein Discovery and Platform Analytics  
Would you like more insight into how campaigns and events are driving enrollment 
outcomes? Now you can understand applicant and enrollment trends across 
geographies, demographics, clusters of personas, and devices. Uncover facts and 
themes within your data to better focus your planning and better allocate budget.

AI for Recruitment 
and Admissions
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• Einstein Next Best Action  
Recruiters and admissions officers are working with many prospects and admits at any 
given time. Wouldn’t it be nice to have help with the unique to-do list for each person? 
Mobilize recruitment teams with concrete, prescriptive actions, such as inviting a 
prospect to an event you’re hosting in her city.

• Einstein Bots  
From application deadlines to required documents, your staff fields many of the same 
questions via phone and email. Einstein can be your instant, first-step service 
assistant, allowing your team to scale. Einstein also helps you reduce recruitment 
funnel attrition and summer melt by ensuring students have easy, immediate access 
to the information they need.

• Einstein Lead Scoring  
Your data is full of insights. Save staff time and improve efficiency by focusing on the 
right lists.

• Einstein Prediction Builder  
Want to be your own data scientist? Make predictions about almost any field in 
Salesforce with just clicks—no crazy coding or dedicated data scientist needed. Take 
action with predictive KPIs.

Find the Students Who Are Most Likely to Enroll at Your College  
or University
Today’s recruitment and admissions teams are stretched thin. Filling your funnel with the 
right prospects who are likely to enroll not only helps your team meet its enrollment goals, 
but it also ensures the long-term viability of the institution. By knowing who’s most likely to 
attend, you can give these individuals more personalized attention while saving your team 
time and energy—a welcome relief to teams who need to do more with less. Now, you can 
work more productively and build relationships more efficiently.

Use case: Taking Analytics Further

Taylor University embraced Einstein Analytics to examine how financial aid could best be 
utilized during the recruiting and admissions process.

“Financial aid is a complex beast,” said Nathan Baker, Director of Recruitment and Analytics 
at Taylor University. “While scholarships can provide an incentive for students to attend, 
many scholarships we award mean less revenue for the institution. 92% of our revenue 
comes from tuition, so we need to be very strategic in how much of a tuition discount we 
offer to prospective students.”

In 2016, the university integrated its financial aid data with its Salesforce implementation, 
enabling the school to start using Einstein Analytics to report on financial aid.

“The reports and analysis that Salesforce generates gives our admissions counselors 
predictive probability numbers that allow them to start thinking about financial aid 
strategically, rather than just a process to be completed,” said Baker.
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With Einstein for Higher Education, 
advisors can leverage predictive insights 
and recommended next steps to ensure 
every student has the support they need 
to reach their full potential.

AI to Increase Student Engagement and Retention 

Student success is facing a wave of change. With nontraditional students accounting for 
73% of all students enrolled in higher ed today, it’s evident that student success is not 
one-size-fits-all. Many of these students are at least 25 years old, work full time, or are 
juggling childcare responsibilities on top of coursework. So how can AI help drive student 
success for every type of student, from the moment they step on campus to the day they 
graduate?

With Einstein for Higher Education, advisors can leverage predictive insights and 
recommended next steps to ensure every student has the support they need to reach their 
full potential. From recommending an advising appointment to predicting student success, 
Einstein is a powerful tool that advisors can use to increase student engagement and 
retention. Through automated responses and intelligent chat bots, students can get 
answers to their questions while giving advisors the time back to focus on what they do 
best – guiding students on their own pathway to success.

For advisors, AI means scalability, increased efficiency, and the ability to deliver optimal 
student advice at the exact moment of impact. Developed on Education Cloud, Salesforce 
Advisor Link is a purpose-built advising solution that provides a 360 degree view of 
students so advisors  can have richer student conversations and better understand the 
issues that matter most. How students interact with courses, faculty, their resident advisor 
– all of this information can be surfaced into a single view to provide advisors with the data 
they need to provide holistic advice at scale. That means your students, whether they are a 
working parent or 18 years old, can get the personalized experience they now expect.

This 360 degree view of the student is the information necessary to power Einstein, your 
smart student success assistant. Einstein transforms your student data into intelligent 
insights, predictions and next best actions that can ignite your advising team’s ability to 
provide proactive advice for each and every student. Let’s take a look at how Einstein can 
be leveraged by your advising team to drive student success and retention: 

AI for Student 
Success
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• Einstein Discovery: Automatically analyze millions of student data combinations in 
minutes. With Einstein Discovery, advisors can capture intelligent insights leveraging 
both internal and external data sources. Advising teams can see the likelihood of a 
student to graduate on time within the context of relevant correlations and 
recommendations on how to improve that metric for every student over time. With 
these intelligent insights at your advisor’s fingertips, your team can deliver proactive 
advice to help keep every student on track. 

• Einstein Next Best Action: Deliver optimal student recommendations at the 
maximum point of impact. Perhaps a student has missed multiple french classes and 
has a low GPA. Einstein Next Best Action can integrate these insights and present a 
tailored recommendation to the advisor based on the outcomes of similar students. 
Advisors can then easily take action on next steps - whether that’s setting that student 
up with a french tutor or automatically sending a calendar invite to the student for 
ongoing academic advising appointments. 

• Einstein Bots: Save time and provide answers to students faster with conversational 
service experiences. With Einstein Bots, you can streamline support for students with 
intelligent responses to frequently asked questions and automatic case escalation. 
Students can get answers about unit requirements, study groups or financial aid in no 
time. Einstein Bots can also be used to set up an advising appointment without having 
to pick up the phone or walk into the advising office.

As Maryville University’s Chief Innovation Officer Kathy Lueckeman has noted:

“While all bots are a powerful 24/7 FAQ tool, Einstein Bots can do even more 
since they can update data in addition to responding to questions. Maryville 
used sophisticated logic based on our own rules to ensure data integrity and 
automate approvals whenever possible for things like Change of Major. Since 
more than 70% of Maryville’s requests are automatically approved – speeding 
to near real-time what traditionally could take hours, days or even weeks with 
manual forms – chat bots and voice are a natural evolution for us to scale 
service. We call this “using our brains, not our fingers.” This way, we use AI to 
automate manual chores (“using our fingers”) and spend our valuable time 
on more complex engagement (“using our brains”), all while meeting the 
consumer-level expectations of our students.”
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Maryville University

As Maryville University President Mark Lombardi said, “Everything in the 
classroom should be challenging. Everything outside of that is a service, 
and it should be easy.”

Maryville University began their journey to AI by implementing 
Salesforce.org Education Cloud. They became a Connected Campus 
and were able to make more data-driven decisions by having a CRM that 
created a 360 degree view of every student. 

Subsequently, they worked with a Salesforce.org partner to implement 
Salesforce Communities for self-service Q&A among students, then 
Einstein Bots for 24/7 text message style FAQs, and most recently, voice. 
With tailored communities and form automation, students are now able 
to easily make changes to their major in a fraction of the time while 
getting answers to their top questions on any channel or device. 
Maryville has been able to automate processes across campus while 
putting the student experience first - enabling students to focus first and 
foremost on their success in the classroom. 

 AI for Student Success

USE CASE

An example of an Einstein Bot for financial aid questions, 
courtesy of Maryville University.

An example of an Einstein Bot on mobile,  
courtesy of Maryville University.
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Leveraging an AI-enabled advancement 
solution can help institutions take  
a big step in achieving its ongoing 
fundraising goals.

AI for More Predictive and Intelligent Fundraising

For today’s advancement teams, many are facing a “new normal” of operating in perpetual 
campaign mode where campaign fundraising is typically ongoing or about to be initiated. 

Fortunately, it’s also an incredible time for advancement in higher education. Institutions 
are adapting to these new challenges by exploring opportunities to improve and modernize 
their technology and operations. Leveraging an AI-enabled advancement solution can help 
institutions take a big step in achieving its ongoing fundraising goals. 

But what exactly does AI mean for advancement? For services & operations, AI means 
increasing the impact of the work your staff is already doing. By generating new insights into 
donor opportunities building greater transparency into the pipeline, AI drives more 
accurate and even predictive forecasting. 

For gift officers, AI means gaining more efficiency in day-to-day tasks. AI can provide many 
of the benefits of a personal assistant by helping gift officers to better prioritize their time 
with the biggest donation opportunities that have the best chance to close, or 
recommending the next action to take based on historical donation data.  AI can also 
leverage mobile tools to make recommendations on when you’re next available for an 
unplanned meeting.

AI for 
Advancement
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AI can also have a huge impact on donor engagement. By building a better understanding 
of donor interests and preferences through AI, advancement teams can deliver the right 
campaign content to the right donor at the right time at scale. 

Salesforce Einstein is a streamlined way for advancement teams to tap into all of the power 
and benefits of AI without custom code or third-party tools. By leveraging existing donor 
and fundraising data, teams drive smarter fundraising and engagement while making gift 
officers more productive and efficient. 

Let’s take a look at the key components of Salesforce Einstein that can help institutions 
using Sales Cloud and Marketing Cloud for advancement: 

Sales Cloud:

• Einstein Opportunity Scoring: Prioritize the leads and opportunities most likely to 
convert based on trends in your own Salesforce environment.

• Einstein Account & Opportunity Insights: Observe key developments in your 
prospect portfolio. 

• Einstein Next Best Action: Empower your gift officers to be more efficient by 
automatically suggesting where to focus their time

• Einstein Prediction Builder: Leverage giving data to predict the likelihood of past 
donors becoming repeat donors, so you can prioritize which donors to nurture. 

Marketing Cloud:

• Einstein Journey Insights: Leverage preference data to deliver the right content, to 
the right audience, on the right channel, at the right time. 

• Einstein Segmentation: Understand your entire base across clusters of personas and 
devices

• Einstein Engagement Scoring: Amplify the ability to track donor interests across 
web properties to inform engagement strategies and maximize conversions.

The Boston College advancement marketing team was intent on finding 
ways to develop more effective ways to engage its 250,000 alumni, 
parents, and friends in ways that were personalized to each constituent’s 
unique interests and needs. Research and observation taught them that 
individual constituents and groups tended to support specific areas of 
interest rather than the university in general and those interests were 
subject to change over time as their relationship to the university 
evolved. 

For example, a specific alumnus/a would become interested more in 
content about parenting if s/he became the parent of a BC student. So it 
no longer made sense to continue the practice of sending all 
constituents the same information regardless of their unique situations. 
The problem to solve then was how to obtain, track, and act on each 
constituents’ online behavior in order to send them content that was 
relevant and valuable to them based on their unique situations.

Using Marketing Cloud’s Audience Builder powered by Einstein 
Predictive Intelligence, the team combines data from each constituent’s 
CRM profile with real-time data from their interactions via web, email, 
and social media to develop more detailed segmentation, rather than 
relying on historical touchpoints that eventually become outdated and 
irrelevant. Marketing Cloud’s intelligence capabilities informs which 
communications and content to send to each constituent—and when to 
send them—which fosters a more positive digital experience for each 
constituent, increasing trust and maximizing opportunities for 
fundraising success.

 AI for Advancement

USE CASE
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To build trust with your constituents, make sure you have a solid foundation. This starts by 
getting your data in one place with a CRM and building on that to address your institution’s 
challenges and opportunities.

For higher ed specifically, the 4-step data maturity model is digitize, describe, predict and 
prescribe:

What’s Next?

“ Technology companies are increasingly 
differentiating themselves based on 
how they empower people to use their 
data wisely, engage in meaningful 
social interactions, and build trusted 
relationships. Those companies that lead in 
trust and transparency will be able to bring 
their marketability to their clients to bear 
far more effectively – whether in applying 
novel technologies like AI to solving 
problems for enterprises, nonprofits, or 
educational institutions. 

Dipayan Ghosh, Ph.D and researcher on digital privacy,  
artificial intelligence, and civil rights
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You Already Have What You Need: Your CRM Data!

As mentioned before, though, this whole process starts with your data. Salesforce 
Einstein takes data already in Education Cloud and uses it to power the necessary 
models and algorithms for intelligent insights. Deep learning algorithms built into 
Einstein extract useful information from unstructured text, image, and voice data. 

Artificial intelligence has the capacity to enhance all aspects of the student journey through 
their higher education experience:

• Better recruiting and enrollment processes get the right students to the right schools.
• Recommendations help those students find the right information, from financial aid 

to course planning, when they need it.
• Staff and faculty can discover potential student issues and proactively offer assistance.
• Alumni can stay engaged with their alma mater and become trusted allies in moving 

the institution forward.

Trust and transparency, combined with the right data, make artificial intelligence vital to 
helping to move your institution forward.

“ Maryville didn’t jump right in with 
AI. We took a phased approach to 
surface the business intelligence need 
for AI – simply knowing how many 
people emailed, searched for or asked 
about specific topics helps schools 
understand Maryville didn’t jump 
right in with AI. We took a phased 
approach to surface the business 
intelligence need for AI – simply 
knowing how many people emailed, 
searched for or asked about specific 
topics helps schools understand what 
is important to students. In fact, once 
armed with this powerful business 
intelligence, schools can speed their 
AI journey to automate service and 
transaction requests using chatbots 
and voice, all with native, declarative 
AI tools on the platform. 

Kathy Lueckeman, Chief Innovation Officer, Maryville University 
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We Believe AI Should Be Trusted, Transparent, and Ethical

AI should be: 

Society First: respecting the values of all those impacted

Empowering: Promoting economic growth and employment for our customers, their 
employees, and society as a whole

Responsible: Developing, deploying, and monitoring our AI under tight safety and 
security protocols

Transparent: Developing a transparent user experience to guide users

Accountable: Using feedback for continuous improvement

Core to this effort is the establishment of the first-ever Office of Ethical and Humane Use of 
Technology at Salesforce. The office will merge law, policy, and ethics to develop and 
implement a strategic framework for the ethical and humane use of technology across all 
industries.

“We know that technology is not inherently good or bad; it’s what we do with 
it that matters. And that’s why we’re making the ethical and humane use of 
technology a strategic focus at Salesforce.”

Marc Benioff, Chairman and Co-CEO, Salesforce

Our approach

Engaging Stakeholders 
While our stakeholders may not always agree, we are committed to a transparent 
process guided by our core values and guiding principles.

Engaging Experts 
We will follow a multi-stakeholder engagement model to draw upon the expertise of 
recognized leaders in this field and established frameworks.

Generating Insights 
We will leverage data-driven insights on emerging trends.

The Ethical Use Advisory Council

Advisors include a diverse group of frontline and executive employees — as well as 
academics, industry experts, and higher ed leaders from Harvard, Carnegie Mellon, Cornell 
Tech, and more. 

The ethical use of 
technology is the 
way forward
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Learn more about Education Cloud at Salesforce.org

https://www.salesforce.org/highered/

